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Key messages

•After 1000 years of backwardness, CEE is now 
entering its Golden Age

•Mid-term growth prospects until 2020 are good
•But in the longer-term, the region’s catching up with 
the West will stall

•A re-adjusted growth model is needed



600 years of stagnation and decline

Source: own calculations Malinowski and van Zanden (2015), Bolt and van Zanden (2014)
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Followed by the 1989 miracle

Source: Marcin Piatkowski based on Malinowski and van Zanden (2015), Bolt and van Zanden (2013) and Eurostat 5



All CEE countries have never done better

Source: Marcin Piatkowski based on Bolt and van Zanden (2014) and Eurostat
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Growth lifted most boats since 1989

Source: EBRD 2016,
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CEE countries achieved success despite the odds

• Lack of natural resources
• Low debt 
• Slow growing EU economy 
• Vibrant and multi-party democracy
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Well being is higher than suggested by income

Source: The Economist based on OECD Better Life Index
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CEE growth is projected to remain strong

Source: IMF WEO 2017 11



Supported by a global recovery

Source: IMF 2017 12



What can go wrong with CEE? 
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•Economic populism
•Financial crisis in China
•Trump’s trade war



Long-term growth projections 

14Source: IMF 2017



Growth to be supported by a number of strengths

• High quality of education
• Low labor costs/high productivity
• Much improved infrastructure
• Macroeconomic stability
• Good business environment
• Relatively low debt
• Low taxes
• Materialistic outlook, work ethos
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The most competitive generation ever!
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In sports too!
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Changing culture: time is on “our” side

Source: Roland 2014 based on Worldwide Value Surveys and Pew Research Center 2009



But large long-term risks

•Population decline and aging
•Reform slowdown
•Weakening of institutions and the rule of law
•Anti-Western sentiment
•Disintegration of the euro/EU
•War
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Fast population ageing

20
Source Carone et al (2009)

Poland: age structure in 2004 and 2050.

32.5 mln
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“The Warsaw Consensus”
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The “Warsaw Consensus“

1. Strengthen institutions 
2. Increase domestic savings
3. Promote education and innovation
4. Boost employment rate
5. Open up to immigration
6. Keep exchange rate competitive
7. Sustain strong financial supervision
8. Urbanize
9. Keep growth inclusive
10. Focus on well-being 23



Implementation
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Conclusions

• CEE is living through its Golden Age
• Short-term and medium-term growth prospects are 

positive: CEE will continue to converge with the West
• But longer-term prospects fraught with risks
• Full catch up with the West will require a re-adjusted 

growth model: the “Warsaw Consensus”



Thank you!

Email: mpiatkowski@fas.harvard.edu
Twitter: @mmpiatkowski
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